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About This Game

Unravel an ancient mystery!

Arizona Rose is the world's foremost treasure-hunter, and her latest adventure takes her to Egypt, where an ancient temple has
been unearthed. Inscribed on its walls are mysterious glyphs - a code, of the sort only Arizona can solve!

Join Arizona on an adventure that will span the globe and reveal secrets of the ancient world that no one could ever have
imagined. Help her excavate five ancient sites and decipher the riddles locked inside. Along the way, your wits will be tested by

163 challenging levels of nonogram puzzles, as well as mini-games, hidden object scenes and more!

Whether you're an avid Arizona fan or you're meeting her for the first time, Arizona Rose and the Pharaohs' Riddles is sure to
captivate you, with its gorgeous artwork, brain-tickling gameplay and an ancient mystery you'll be itching to unravel.

 Addictive game play

 Over 170 levels

 12 awards to unlock

 5 power ups
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 Clever mini games and hidden object scenes!
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Cool cosmetics but please fix the PC port. Games pretty meh to say the least.

-Music is alright
-Graphics are very minimalistic but get the job done
-Gameplay is fairly standard for a bullet hell, except you only move on a curved x-axis so it's easier than most

I complete every achievment in about 4 hours which is alright considering the asking price is only $3 so if you are a
completionist like me you should get about your moneys worth but if you are a casual player it's probably best to stay away.

Edit: I'm changing my review to a negative review until hell mode is gone. It's not fun, I beat the whole thing and so it's not
worth it for anyone else. I'll change it back once hell is gone.

Edit 2: This review is staying negative because apparently pausing is considered cheating so now I'm blacklisted. 10/10 this is
why you never trust an indie contest.. omg i just bought i new pc,this game is for C64 :D ,i love these games with old graphic..
Short, not so sweet. Had impact. Makes you realise what a VR movie could be like. Free and worth seeing.. So here's all you
need to know about this game.

You start out the game on the 23 story of an apartment building. As you trying to find the next thing you're supposed to be doing
you have to go back and forth several times between your apartment and the street below.

Each time you have to wait for the elevator to go up and down all 23 floors. EVERY TIME! WTF!!!!
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controls really well and has decent level design. however, the mechanics are minimalistic to a fault and the difficulty is cheap,
rather than genuine (i.e. lots of instant death traps that are a chore to avoid rather than a challenge). this really limits the level
design and overall gameplay

doesnt generate enough fun with its platforming; instead it rapidly goes between boredom and annoyance. it's faithful to an older
era and can be picked up pretty cheap though, so it could still be for you. It's pretty good as long as you don't play it.. The
graphics though simple are neat. At this point I have spent most of my time in game playing in multiplayer. Multiplayer is easy
to set up through steam though you will have to deal with the occasional lag issue.

Finding recipes is teadious as is finding metal, all in all a good game if you are the type of person who enjoys resource gathering
over time. If not this might not be the game for you.. The game just doesnt develop into anything worthwhile. Bugs stop
research from advancing in free mode so once you have gotten a handle on how to run your pizza shop there is really nothing
more to do (not that you would even want to do more at this point anyway). Also, the story is just so cliche and forgetable in
campaign mode. Overall very boring and not worth the price.. i want a refund. The developers have spent a lot of time on this
game and it looks amazing, they focused on the looks a bit too much though, it does look appealing and heavinly, the story is
decent but the combat is a pain, it's very slow, buggy and broken, I completed this game but, it was a struggle.

4/10. This game definitely carries the smell of Luftrausers in it, but brings its own quirks to that type of gameplay. Solidly made
and plays smoothly.
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